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Chapter 3841: restless 

Red Cloud Grandmaster did not understand why Chen Xiaobei thanked him. 

But the next moment, Red Cloud Grandmaster understood what Chen Xiaobei meant. 

 boom boom boom … Boom boom boom …  

The blood-red Hurricane that ancestor Red Cloud was in suddenly burst out with terrifying Thunder! 

Moreover, it wasn’t just the sound of thunder. There were also countless blood-red Thunderbolts that 

were larger than giant Dragons that came crashing down on him. 

The reason was simple! 

The aura of the great path in the good fortune Jade Disk was the mortal enemy of the will of Pangu in 

this space! 

Just now, Chen Xiaobei’s body had almost exploded from the power of the two! 

At this moment, ancestor Red Cloud was not only holding the good fortune Jade Disk fragment, but he 

was also communicating with its spirit! And this fragment was an ownerless object, so it immediately 

established a spiritual connection with the red Cloud! 

In this way, Hongyun became the mortal enemy of Pan Gu’s will! 

The situation now was even more dangerous than Chen Xiaobei’s! 

That was because Chen Xiaobei only had one green Lotus seed of chaos in his body! 

There was not a lot of Pangu’s will in the green Lotus seed of chaos, and the Lotus seed itself was still in 

the human Dao seal. So, the force of rejection was not that strong, but it still almost killed Chen Xiaobei! 

At that moment, the entire space was filled with the remains of the ancestral Saint Pangu! 

Every inch of the ground and every inch of the air here contained a strong will of the sacred ancestor! 

More importantly, ancestor Red Cloud was currently receiving the inheritance of the Holy ancestor 

Pangu, which contained the purest and most extreme will of the Holy ancestor! 

It was trillions of times more terrifying than a Green Lotus seed of chaos! 

Because of that, Chen Xiaobei still had time to think and put away the good fortune Jade Disk fragment 

to save his life. 

But now, ancestor Red Cloud was not as lucky as Chen Xiaobei! 

 boom boom boom … Boom boom boom …  

Each of the countless blood-red lightning bolts had the terrifying power and speed of a Saint. 
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Ancestor Red Cloud did not even understand what was going on. His entire body exploded from the 

lightning and his essence spirit was destroyed. Not even a trace of him was left! 

This result was really ironic! 

Just a moment ago, ancestor Red Cloud was so proud of himself that he thought he had everything 

under control and that he would be able to reach the top of the universe and kill Chen Xiaobei as easily 

as killing an ant! 

However, at this moment, ancestor Red Cloud’s body and soul were completely destroyed, not even a 

trace of him was left! He didn’t even have the chance to scream! 

It was said that the worst experience in life was to fall from heaven to hell! 

However, ancestor Red Cloud was in an even worse state! 

With his primordial spirit destroyed, he didn’t even have the chance to go to hell! He would disappear 

from heaven and be erased from the three worlds and six paths! 

“Whoosh …” 

In the next moment, the ancestral saint’s inheritance, which was like a blood-red waterfall, flowed back 

and condensed again, turning into a blood-red battle axe! 

“Woof!” 

The blood-red battleaxe hacked down toward the fragment of the good fortune Jade Disk with a force 

that could split the ancient times and crush the chaos! 

“Clang!!!” 

With an ear-piercing clang, the small good fortune Jade Disk fragment was directly hit and flew out. 

However, the power of the bloody battleaxe seemed to be far lower than the good fortune Jade Disk. 

Therefore, the fragment only flew out at an extremely fast speed, but it was not destroyed. 

After all, this fragment was also an item at the heavenly venerate Primal Chaos level! 

Unless the ancestral Saint Pangu and the Pangu axe combined their powers, there was no way they 

could destroy the fragment! 

“Ling jiuxiao!” 

Chen Xiaobei took the opportunity to flash over and put the good fortune Jade Disk fragment into his 

infinite space ring. 

“Whoosh …” 

The aura of the heavenly Dao disappeared, and the blood-red battleaxe also calmed down. It turned into 

a fiery red ball of light, floating quietly in the center of the space. 

“Phew …” 



Chen Xiaobei finally let out a sigh of relief. 

This Great Tribulation had finally passed through without any mishaps. 

“Whoosh …” 

Then, Chen Xiaobei activated the divine jade light and found a tiny green light near the place where 

Hongyun was killed! 

Chen Xiaobei quickly rushed over and took the light spot! 

That’s right! 

This tiny dot of light was ancestor Red Cloud’s Meru space! 

Now that ancestor Red Cloud was dead, this space was ownerless! 

“Whoosh!” 

Chen Xiaobei then entered the medium. 

The situation here was similar to the Meru space of the three realm Kings. 

There was a large pile of heavenly treasures, all of which were of very high grade. One could even see 

the existence of one or two sacred objects. 

But! 

There was no spiritual Jade in it, not a single one! 

There were also very few magical treasures. Besides the nine Nine soul-scattering gourd, there was no 

other one! 

Of course, this was completely understandable. 

With the nine Nine soul-scattering gourd, unless he could find a stronger Dharma Treasure, there was no 

need for ancestor Red Cloud to bring it with him. 

As for the spiritual Jade, it naturally turned into spiritual Qi and was completely filled into the nine Nine 

soul-scattering gourd. 

After all, ancestor Red Cloud wasn’t a Saint. To use the nine Nine soul-scattering gourd once, it would 

burn up the spiritual Qi equivalent to a Saint spiritual vein. 

Because of this, as long as they found the spiritual Jade and spiritual vein, ancestor Red Cloud would not 

leave them behind. They would all be turned into spiritual energy and stored in the nine Nine soul-

scattering gourd. 

Unfortunately, the battle with Chen Xiaobei had used up all the spiritual Qi in the gourd. 

“What a pity …” 

Chen Xiaobei held the nine Nine soul-scattering gourd and frowned.   it wasn’t easy to get a Saint 

weapon, but it doesn’t have any spiritual Qi … What’s the use of it? ” 



Right now, Chen Xiaobei was also in a state of extreme lack of spiritual Qi. 

He’d used dozens of quasi-Saint level spirit meridians in his previous cultivation. 

Right now, Chen Xiaobei only had five quasi-Saint spiritual veins left. It was not even enough for him to 

break through a small realm. 

If he could obtain spiritual Qi, Chen Xiaobei’s first choice would be to increase his cultivation. He did not 

have any extra spiritual Qi to fill the nine Nine soul-scattering gourd. 

In other words, this Holy item was just a decoration to Chen Xiaobei. 

It’s not even as good as chicken ribs! 

“How about … I just swallow this gourd?” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his brows and a bold idea came to his mind. 

He had wanted to swallow the good fortune Jade Disk fragment, but the fragment’s level was too high 

to swallow. 

Since he still had ten more chances to consume the gourd, he was sure that his Dharmakaya would be 

greatly strengthened by consuming the gourd, and it would also produce a more terrifying special 

ability! 

“Whoosh …” 

Just as Chen Xiaobei was thinking to himself … 

The human path imprint in his body started to show signs of agitation. 

No! 

To be precise, it should be the green Lotus seed of chaos that was restless! 

“Hmm? Don’t tell me …” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes widened in surprise, as if he had just discovered a new continent. 
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3842 The truth 

Chen Xiaobei was excited! 

That was because the Restless feeling of the green Lotus seed of chaos at this moment was too familiar! 

This feeling had also appeared just now. It was the mysterious connection between the green Lotus seed 

of chaos and the primordial purple Qi! 

Just now, the green Lotus seed of chaos had absorbed a stream of primordial purple Qi. The entire lotus 

seed had turned purple-green and a small tender shoot had grown out! 
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At this moment, the green Lotus seed of chaos sensed the primordial violet vapor in the nine Nine soul-

scattering gourd and wanted to absorb it! 

“Whoosh …” 

Ancestor Red Cloud was dead, so the nine Nine soul-scattering gourd was ownerless! After Chen Xiaobei 

had communicated with its spirit, he had become its new master! 

After that, Chen Xiaobei realized that there was indeed a strand of Primal Chaos purple Qi in the gourd. 

The two did not merge with each other, but the power of the nine Nine spirit-killing gourd was 

enhanced by the primal Chaos purple Qi! 

In reality, the nine Nine soul-scattering gourd was just a pseudo-Saint artifact! 

“Hiss …” 

Opening the gourd, Chen Xiaobei released the primordial violet vapor and absorbed it into his body. 

Immediately after, this wisp of primordial purple Qi was completely absorbed by the green Lotus seed of 

chaos. 

“Whoosh …” 

Following that, the green Lotus seed of chaos had new growth. 

The tender shoot grew a bit taller, and the roots became more obvious. On the other hand, the Lotus 

seed portion had shrunk. 

“It seems that I can’t call it the green Lotus seed of chaos anymore!” 

Chen Xiaobei observed it carefully and said, ” “Its color is gradually turning purple. From now on, we’ll 

call it the heaven-destroying Purple Lotus!” 

The chaos Green Lotus had five lotus seeds in total! 

The first one had grown into the green Lotus of reincarnation, at the peak of Mount Buzhou, the core of 

the heaven realm! 

The second one grew into the Golden Lotus of merit in the center of the Nirvana world, the core of the 

Buddhist realm! 

The third Red Lotus of fire was in the netherworld blood sea, the core of the netherworld! 

The fourth one had grown into the black Lotus of destructions in the core of the devil World, in the devil 

Kingdom in the hands of mo Luo Wu Tian! 

And this fifth lotus seed would probably grow into a purple-gold sacred lotus! 

Chen Xiaobei and all his allies ‘goal was to defy the heavens, overthrow the heavenly law and change the 

world! 

Therefore, this purple-gold sacred lotus was named mang Tian! 



“According to what master said, when the heaven punishing Purple Lotus bloomed, it would be when 

the 4th immeasurable catastrophe would befall!” 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows, looking a little worried.  “Looking at the current growth rate, I only 

need to find about 30 out of the 50 strands of Primal Chaos purple Qi to make the heaven punishing 

Purple Lotus bloom! This means that the immeasurable catastrophe is getting closer and closer!” 

“According to the experience of the previous three measureless cataclysms, this time, an unprecedented 

war will definitely break out! Moreover, the parties involved in the battle would definitely be those who 

posed a threat to the heavenly Dao! At that time, there will be countless deaths and injuries, and blood 

will flow like a river!” 

 that’s why I need to improve my strength as soon as possible!  Chen Xiaobei said.  I need to defeat the 

wielder of the will as soon as possible!  To prevent the cataclysm and reduce the number of innocent 

people dying! If it’s possible, I even want to stop the heavenly Dao before the immeasurable 

catastrophe arrives!” 

“Chi …” 

Just as Chen Xiaobei was thinking about it, the howlsky Purple Lotus responded to his human seal! 

A mysterious spiritual wave seemed to be responding to Chen Xiaobei. 

 huh?!  

Chen Xiaobei could not help but be shocked.”Could it be that after the heaven punishing Purple Lotus 

started to grow, it already possessed the will of the ancestral Saint Pangu? It can sense my enmity 

towards the heavenly Dao. Is this mysterious resonance a form of recognition for me?” 

A response! Resonance! Recognition! 

Chen Xiaobei’s face lit up with joy.  “If Pan Gu’s will acknowledges me! Wouldn’t you be able to give me 

the inheritance of the ancestral Saint Pangu?” 

There was no doubt that this was an extremely important matter! 

The reason why Chen Xiaobei did not dare to touch the divine Pangu’s inheritance was that he was 

worried that he would not be acknowledged and might even suffer a backlash! 

But now, the resonance of the heaven-destroying Purple Lotus was sending Chen Xiaobei an important 

message! 

He might even be able to gain the recognition of the ancestral Saint Pangu’s will! 

“Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei put away the nine-nine soul-scattering gourd and rushed out of the Sumeru dimension! 

“Whoosh …” 

As expected, the moment Chen Xiaobei came out, the spiritual resonance of the howlsky Purple Lotus 

became stronger. 



This time, not only did the Lotus resonate with Chen Xiaobei, it also resonated with the blood-red ball of 

light in the center of the space! 

The blood-red ball of light was none other than the blood essence legacy left behind by the ancestral 

Saint Pangu! 

“Whoosh …” 

The blood-red ball of light flew toward Chen Xiaobei and tried to communicate with his spiritual energy! 

“It’s so magical!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up. This was the first time he had such an experience! 

After that, the blood-red ball of light successfully established a spiritual connection with Chen Xiaobei 

and automatically transmitted some very special images into Chen Xiaobei’s mind! 

These were all scenes that the ancestral Saint Pangu had seen and experienced before he died! 

It was a chaotic and obscure space. 

The thick gray was like a pool of muddy water, making it so that one couldn’t see their fingers when they 

stretched out their hands. They couldn’t even tell North, South, East, and West. They couldn’t even 

know who the other party was when they were face to face! 

And in this chaos, there were countless humans! 

These people were not wearing any clothes, and they did not even have eyes, ears, mouth, or nose! He 

was just aimlessly walking around in the chaos like a zombie! 

As the primal space was too big, these humans were too small! 

From a distance, it looked like a pool of muddy water, with countless maggots shuttling back and forth! 

 what’s the meaning of this!?  

Chen Xiaobei was confused. He could not understand what these images were trying to convey. 

However, immediately after that … 

A figure appeared above the chaos! 

It was a huge figure that was shining with extremely bright holy light! 

“Hiss … Hiss … Hiss …” 

Then, the figure began to absorb the energy in the chaos greedily! It was energy from the human body! 

After he was full, the figure disappeared again. 

“Could it be that … That figure is the heavenly Dao? And the initial chaos was a cage that the heavenly 

Dao used to deceive and keep humans in captivity! And the power of the heavenly Dao is actually 

absorbed from the bodies of all living beings?” 

Chen Xiaobei made a bold guess. 



Although it was bold, it was very reasonable! 

“Whoosh …” 

As expected, the scene changed immediately. A Green Lotus flower grew out of the chaos! 

This Green Lotus was the legendary chaotic Green Lotus! It was also called the green Lotus of creation! 

The green Lotus had enlightened the Holy ancestor Pangu! 

It gave the ancestral Saint Pangu intelligence, and he grew eyes, ears, nose, and tongue! 

From then on, the ancestral Saint Pangu could watch! It could be heard! It could be smelled! It could be 

tasted! He could speak! He could think more! 

Finally, the ancestral Saint Pangu saw through everything in the chaos and understood the plot of the 

heavenly Dao. He was determined to overthrow the heavenly Dao and break the chaos so that all living 

beings in this world could regain freedom! 
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Therefore, the ancestral Saint Pangu obtained the recognition of the chaos Green Lotus! 

He entered the green Lotus and went to another mysterious world! 

In that world, he had cultivated for trillions of years, experienced countless trials of life and death, and 

cultivated with all his might. In the end, he had the strength to fight against the heavenly Dao! 

After that, he had obtained the Pangu axe by a great fortune! 

Finally, he returned to the chaos through the chaos Green Lotus! 

Waving the Pangu axe in his hand, he suddenly split the chaos and The Dark World into two! 

However, he realized that this was far from enough! 

The entire space was still dark, and the chaos that had been broken would gradually recover! 

More importantly, the living beings in this world hadn’t changed at all. They were still wriggling aimlessly 

like maggots and were still the energy source that the heavenly Dao was rearing! 

Pangu knew that he had to get rid of the heavenly Dao in order to change it completely! 

Therefore, he wielded the Pangu axe with all his strength, even at the risk of his life, and hacked at the 

Jade plate of fate above the chaos, which suppressed everything! 

“Rumble!” 

An earth-shattering explosion sounded! 

Pan Gu’s life-risking strike had completely shattered the good fortune Jade Disk! 

But unfortunately, the good fortune Jade plate had sealed 50 wisps of primordial purple Qi, which was 

beyond Pangu’s expectation! 
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Therefore, the price of breaking the good fortune Jade Disk was the death of Pangu and the destruction 

of the Pangu axe! 

In the end, Pangu didn’t even get to see the heavenly Dao. 

Of course! 

Pangu’s death was not without value! 

The good fortune Jade Disk was shattered. A huge hole appeared in the ‘cage’ designed by the heavenly 

Dao, causing the chaos to be unable to gather again! 

Before Pangu’s death, he had already made preparations and even thought of all the plans! 

He had cultivated a sacred art of creation and sacrificed his body! 

His eyes turned into the sun and the moon! His pores had turned into stars! 

From then on, this new world was divided into heaven and earth, yin and yang, black and white! 

His body turned into the desolate continent! Hair became grass, and bones became mountains! Blood 

flowed like a river! The bone marrow turned into spirit meridians! 

From then on, all living beings had a place to stand! 

His primordial spirit and soul had become the laws of this new world! 

From then on, the new living beings all had wisdom, eyes, ears, nose, and tongue! 

The scene came to an abrupt end! 

Obviously, the ancestral Saint Pangu had given up everything he had and done everything he could. As 

for what happened next, it was up to his successor! 

Therefore, the ancestral Saint Pangu had left behind an inheritance, waiting for a person who could 

inherit his will to appear! 

His will was to overthrow the heavenly Dao and release all living beings! 

 phew … Ancestral Saint Pangu is so great …  

Chen Xiaobei let out a long sigh and said, ”  without the resistance of the ancestral Saint Pangu, without 

his selfless sacrifice, all living beings in the world would have been reared by the heavenly Dao like 

maggots, and they would have been sucked dry by the heavenly Dao without even knowing it!  

“Although the ancestral Saint Pangu failed to defeat the heavenly Dao in the end, he used his own life to 

create a new world and fight for a chance of survival for our descendants! Over the endless years, there 

would eventually be someone who would defeat the heavenly Dao and release all life! And this is the 

will of the ancestral Saint Pangu!” 

“Whoosh …” 

As he thought of this, the blood-colored ball of light in the sky suddenly moved! 



It was as if the ball of light knew what Chen Xiaobei was thinking. It knew that Chen Xiaobei completely 

agreed with the Holy ancestor Pangu’s will! He even knew that Chen Xiaobei would be like the ancestral 

Saint Pangu, using his life to fight against the heavenly Dao! 

That was why the blood-red ball of light had acknowledged Chen Xiaobei! 

Whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh … 

The next moment, with Chen Xiaobei as the center, a terrifying blood-red Hurricane erupted! 

At the same time, the blood-red ball of light expanded endlessly, like a waterfall, and injected the blood 

essence of the ancestral Saint Pangu into Chen Xiaobei’s body! 

Once the legacy was over, Chen Xiaobei would become the true successor of the Holy ancestor Pangu! 

The bloodline in his body would also undergo a mysterious change! 

Giving birth to the ancestral bloodline! 

Of course, the inheritance was a long process. 

In the process, Chen Xiaobei thought of many things! 

“Even though all the living things in the world have wisdom and more freedom now! However, to put it 

bluntly, he was still in the cage of the heavenly Dao! It’s firmly controlled by the heavenly Dao, and its 

energy is still being absorbed by the heavenly Dao!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s judgment was completely correct! 

To put it bluntly, the ancestral Saint Pangu’s resistance had only modified the cage a little. He had not 

truly released all living beings! 

It was precisely because of this that the heavenly Dao did not exterminate all living beings! 

The heavenly Dao even used justice and kindness to disguise itself, making all living beings willingly 

submit and respect it! 

It was for this reason that the heavenly Dao didn’t kill sect master Tongtian and mother Nuwa! 

The more powerful a creature was, the more energy it could provide to the heavenly Dao. Before there 

were no substitutes, sect leader Tongtian and mother Nuwa were still of use! 

Of course, the ancestral Saint Pangu’s change of the cage had also brought quite a bit of trouble to the 

heavenly Dao! 

And that was that as time passed, more and more people who threatened the heavenly Dao would 

appear! 

Rahu! Hongjun! The primordial chaos Fey … Were the first group of people who could threaten the 

heavenly Dao! 

Hongjun chose to surrender and became a Sage of the heavenly path, and he had been living until now. 

The others who had not surrendered could not become Saints. Most of them had even died. 



After that, the Dragon Tribe, Phoenix tribe, and Qilin tribe could all threaten the heavenly Dao. As a 

result, the heavenly Dao secretly plotted the first immeasurable catastrophe, causing the three tribes to 

engage in a bloody war and nearly exterminate them! 

Later on, the demon tribe and the Wu tribe of Taiyi rose to power, and the way of heaven added fuel to 

the fire, causing the second immeasurable cultivation tribulation, which caused both tribes to suffer and 

collapse. 

After that, the Jie sect suddenly emerged, and tens of thousands of Immortals came to pay their 

respects! Even though sect leader Tongtian had already surrendered to the heavenly Dao, he still 

suffered a great catastrophe! The four sages of the heavenly way joined forces to break the God-killing 

sword formation and the great formation of ten thousand Immortals. They scattered all the disciples of 

the tribe of severity, leaving only sect leader Tongtian! 

It was clear that the heavenly Dao was very worried that another person like the ancestral Saint Pangu 

would appear! 

Therefore, as long as any force or person showed the slightest sign of such a thing, the heavenly Dao 

would ruthlessly suppress it! He would rather kill a billion by mistake than let one go! 

And this! It was the essence of the immeasurable catastrophe! 

Chen Xiaobei finally understood why the prime of Tongtian would say that the fourth immeasurable 

catastrophe would befall when the last green Lotus of chaos bloomed! 

That was because once the heaven-destroying Purple Lotus bloomed, the owner of the Saint Lotus 

would become the target of the heavenly Dao! 

Everyone related to this person would be implicated and would not rest until they died! 

This was the fourth immeasurable catastrophe! 
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As he was thinking, the divine Pangu’s inheritance continued to be injected into Chen Xiaobei’s body. 

This was an inheritance of blood essence. The first thing that changed was Chen Xiaobei’s bloodline! 

Chen Xiaobei now had the demonic Sage bloodline! 

However, this was only Saint level! 

When he fused with the blood essence of the ancestral Saint Pangu, the grade of his bloodline would 

skyrocket to the same level as the ancestral Saint Pangu! 

In other words, he was at the level of the legendary heavenly venerate Primal Chaos! 

Chen Xiaobei could clearly feel that his blood was slowly changing. 

Although this inheritance could not directly increase Chen Xiaobei’s strength and cultivation, it was still a 

secret. 
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However, the level of his bloodline ability would soar greatly. The nine transformations of the demon 

saint would advance to the nine transformations of the ancestral Saint. Its power was terrifying! 

A long period of time passed. 

The inheritance had finally ended. 

“That’s great! Everything is exactly as I expected!” 

“My bloodline level has increased, and so has my bloodline ability!” Chen Xiaobei exclaimed. This way, 

as long as I have enough lifespan, I can even break through to the true sage realm! Or even higher!” 

Clearly, the ancestral Sage’s bloodline had already reached the primal Chaos heavenly venerate level! 

As long as he had enough lifespan, Chen Xiaobei would be able to enter the pseudo-realm! 

Of course, the higher one’s pseudo realm was, the more lifespan one would have to consume! 

10 seconds after stepping into the half-step true sage realm would cost him 10 billion years of his 

lifespan! It would probably take him a trillion years to reach the true Saint realm! 

If he were to step into the realm of a Dao ancestor, he would probably have to consume trillions of his 

lifespan! 

Stepping into the ancestral Sage’s heavenly Lord of Chaos realm would probably take a trillion years of 

lifespan! 

Just thinking about it made one’s scalp numb! 

It was absolutely impossible to achieve! 

 currently, my lifespan is still far from enough to activate the strongest power of the nine ancestral Saint 

transformations. In the future, I must think of ways to increase my lifespan!  

Chen Xiaobei thought to himself, just in time! When I wreaked havoc in the heavenly court, I took all the 

peach trees. I’m going to find a way to replant them! This way, the problem of lifespan can be solved!” 

Chen Xiaobei had not only taken the peach Garden from the heavenly court, but also the entire Jade 

pool! 

In the Three Realms, the peaches of immortality could only grow by watering them with the water of the 

Jade pool. 

Unfortunately, Chen Xiaobei had used up all the water in Jasper Lake. Now, he was only left with the 

essence of Jasper Lake. 

Although the origin was still there, it would slowly regenerate the divine water. 

However, the rate of rebirth was extremely slow. Not many would be reborn even after thousands of 

years. This was also the reason why the production of heavenly peaches was very low in the past. 

With Chen Xiaobei’s huge demand for lifespan, if he were to wait for the Jade pool’s original source holy 

water of rebirth, it would not be enough even if his hair turned white. He had to think of another way. 



“I’ll go save Yang Jian’s mother later! I’ll bring the Queen Mother of the West back! Let’s see if she has 

any ideas!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s hatred for the Queen Mother of the West did not diminish even after taking away the 

peach Garden and Jade Lake. 

Don’t forget! 

Fairy Chang ‘e was still in a vegetative state! 

This was all the Queen Mother of the West’s fault! 

Even if it was not for the sake of the divine water of Jasper Lake, Chen Xiaobei would have gone after 

the Queen Mother of the West! 

Of course, helping Chang ‘e fairy recover was one of the most important things Chen Xiaobei had to do. 

Chen Xiaobei had a chat with lady Nuwa before. 

The reason why Chang ‘e was in such a state was because the evil curse of the Queen Mother of the 

West had left some harmful evil power in her Yuan Shen. 

The only way to safely expel this harmful evil force without injuring fairy Chang ‘E’s soul was to find the 

river of forgetfulness Saint crystal! 

But then again, even though Chen Xiaobei knew that he had to find the river of forgetfulness Saint 

crystal … 

However, the whereabouts of this sacred object were completely unknown, and there was not even a 

single clue. 

Because of this, Chen Xiaobei could only put this matter on hold and wait for the right time to search for 

it. 

Chen Xiaobei still had a lot of things to do! 

The first, and most important, was to prevent any new Sage from appearing! 

This was related to the safety of sect master Tongtian and mother Nuwa, so there must be no mistakes! 

Secondly, Liu xuanxin and Yan Lingshi had already gone to Hong Meng Demon Realm to help Chen 

Xiaobei find clues about the bell of chaos! 

The bell of chaos was the bell of the East Emperor. It was the essential key to vindicate Dao with force! 

The third thing was to find the bodies of the twelve ancestors of sorcery. 

This was also something that was necessary to prove one’s Dao with strength. 

The fourth thing was to find the Yunyi immortal Palace. 

According to Chen Xiaobei’s speculation, there should be a lot of things related to the Qilin in the Yunyi 

Celestial Palace. 



It was still very difficult for Chen Xiaobei to increase his cultivation! First of all, he didn’t have enough 

spiritual energy. Second, it was too difficult to find an opportunity to break through to the next realm! 

Therefore, in order to quickly improve his cultivation, looking for the Kylin secret treasure was definitely 

the most effective way. 

The fifth thing was to find a way to find more primordial violet vapor so that the heaven punishing 

Purple Lotus could grow quickly. 

Although the fourth measureless cataclysm would begin when the Lotus bloomed. 

However, when the Lotus bloomed, the level and ability of the human seal would be greatly enhanced. 

It would definitely become Chen Xiaobei’s trump card! 

The sixth task was to find the river of forgetfulness Saint crystal. 

Even though Chen Xiaobei could not find her immediately, he was determined to cure her at all costs! 

It was only a matter of time. 

The seventh thing was that in the great void universe, LAN Mengcheng was still receiving the inheritance 

of the LAN family’s ancestor. He did not know what the situation was like now, but Chen Xiaobei had to 

go and find her! 

Also, in the great void universe, sect leader Tongtian’s hidden weapon, An Hua, was still trying to find 

the fragments of the Pangu axe! 

At the time, sect leader Tongtian had not told An Hua what the fragment of the Pangu axe would do. 

However, since this task was arranged by sect master Tongtian, there must be a reason and a deeper 

purpose! 

After all, sect leader Tongtian’s plans were usually long-term. 

Ordinary people might not be able to understand it, but when the situation developed to a certain point, 

they would suddenly realize that it was all sect leader Tongtian’s scheme! 

“Whoosh …” 

When he thought of the fragment of the Pangu axe, Chen Xiaobei immediately released the special 

spiritual will that was enhanced by the ancestral saint’s will. 

“Woof!” 

The next moment, a piece of metal the size of a coin flew from the distance and landed in Chen 

Xiaobei’s palm. 

That’s right! 

This piece of metal was a piece of the Pangu axe! 

It was probably found by ancestor Red Cloud. However, when ancestor Red Cloud’s body was blown 

apart, the fragment was also sent flying. 



Of course, even if it was just a fragment, it still had a strong spirituality. Furthermore, it was infused with 

an extremely strong will of the ancestral Saint Pangu, and its level had reached the shocking level of a 

chaotic heavenly venerate! 

So, Chen Xiaobei had it fly over to him. 

“What’s the use of this fragment?” 

 I can’t get in touch with Sifu!  Chen Xiaobei said.  I’ll just ask Saint Cundi!  

After the heart-to-heart conversation, Chen Xiaobei could trust Cundi completely. 

Cundi was also a very smart person, so he should be able to guess the intention of sect leader Tongtian. 

If he could guess it, Chen Xiaobei would have a goal in mind, and the next step of his plan would be 

more clear and beneficial! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 
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After that, Chen Xiaobei returned to the jianmu world. 

Everyone was waiting anxiously. When they saw Chen Xiaobei, they cheered with joy. 

After all, in their eyes, Chen Xiaobei was facing Hongyun alone. It was a dead end. 

However, Chen Xiaobei had walked out of the room unscathed. 

To everyone, this was definitely a huge surprise! It was an extremely strong blow to their hearts! In fact, 

they couldn’t believe it! 

Then, Chen Xiaobei explained to them what had just happened. 

The crowd was overjoyed. Not only did Chen Xiaobei kill Hongyun, but he also obtained the inheritance 

of the Holy ancestor Pangu. It was double the joy! 

After that, Fu Tian Xin ‘er opened the door to the heaven realm from the jianmu world. 

Through the opened door, Chen Xiaobei was able to connect to the Three Realms intranet and try to 

contact Cundi. 

Chen Xiaobei-Saint Cundi! I’ve dealt with Hongyun and obtained the inheritance of Saint Pangu! More 

importantly, I also got a fragment of the Pangu axe! 

Cundi said,”very good!” Very good! Tongtian’s eyes were truly too sharp! I can’t believe I actually found 

a disciple like you! With Pangu’s heritage, there would be infinite possibilities! I’m even starting to look 

forward to the coming of the cataclysm! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” yes, but I want to ask you about the fragment of the Pangu axe!  My master has been 

trying to find the fragment of the Pangu axe, but he never told me its specific use! This fragment’s level 

is too high. I can’t devour it, I can’t refine it, and I don’t know what to do with it. 
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Cundi said, ” you may not know this, but after the Pangu axe was broken, the three largest pieces turned 

into the earliest and most powerful treasures of chaos!  The Pangu banner! The Tai Chi diagram! The bell 

of chaos, also known as the bell of the East Emperor! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” I think I’ve heard about this before. Are you saying that the use of the Pangu axe 

fragment is related to these three treasures? ” 

Cundi said,”yes!” The broken piece of the Pangu axe was closely related to the three Supreme treasures! 

It can guide you to find these three treasures! 

“So, Sifu is looking for the fragment of the Pangu axe to help me find the Three Treasures?” 

Cundi replied,”no!” The Pangu banner was in the hands of the heavenly Lord of the origin! The Tai Chi 

diagram was Taishang Laojun’s trump card! You don’t need to look for these two treasures. Even if you 

do, you won’t be able to get them! 

Chen Xiaobei, I understand now! Master wants me to find the eastern Emperor Bell with the help of the 

fragment of the Pangu axe! 

Cundi said,”yes!” This was the goal of reaching the heavens! After all, he’s definitely hoping that you can 

become a saint! The only way to become a saint and not be controlled by the heavenly Dao was to prove 

his Dao with force! The bell of the East Emperor was indispensable! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” since I’ve already gotten the fragment of the Pangu axe, I might as well go to the Hong 

Meng Demon Realm and see if I can get my hands on the bell of the East Emperor!  

Cundi thought,”you have to think about this matter carefully and make sufficient preparations before 

taking action!” 

Chen Xiaobei: Were there any variables? 

Cundi said,”yes!” The immeasurable catastrophe was coming, and all forces were thinking about the 

eastern Emperor Bell! As far as I know, the clan of enlightenment has already sent three of the twelve 

golden Immortals to the Hong Meng Demon Realm with a large number of disciples and reincarnated 

ancient Immortals! 

Cundi Taoist,”in addition, the Western religious sect has sent three Buddhas and a large number of 

reincarnated ancient Immortals!” He was already heading towards the Hong Meng Demon Realm! 

Cundi Taoist: ” these two families are robbing us on the surface, but there are also some forces acting in 

secret. Although I don’t know which one it is, I’m sure that such forces exist!  

There was no doubt that Cundi was really smart. 

The forces that he mentioned were Liu xuanxin and Yan Lingshi, who were sent by mother Nuwa. 

Furthermore, a certain mysterious monster giant would most likely take action. 

It was no exaggeration to say that before the ownership of the eastern Emperor Bell was determined, 

the Hong Meng Demon Realm would fall into an unprecedented chaos. 



Chen Xiaobei thought to himself, it seems like getting the eastern Emperor Bell is not as easy as I 

thought! 

Cundi thought,”not simple?” It was as difficult as ascending to the heavens! Other than the various 

powers fighting for it, the magical formation that hid and protected the donghuang Bell was personally 

set up by the heavenly axiom! Even I don’t know how to break the formation! 

As Taoist Cundi had said, the bell of the East Emperor was used by the way of heaven to suppress the 

primordial world. 

Unless the heavens acknowledged it, no one would be able to find it. Even if they could find it, they 

would not be able to take it away. 

Chen Xiaobei-this is very contradictory! If no one could break the heavenly Dao’s array! In that case, why 

would the various forces need to look for the bell of the East Emperor? Even if they found it, they 

couldn’t get it. It was completely meaningless! 

Cundi said,”that’s true, but the way of heaven has never forbidden everyone from taking the bell of the 

East Emperor!” If someone found the eastern Emperor Bell and was recognized by the heavenly Dao, he 

might be able to obtain the eastern Emperor Bell and even become a saint! 

 this …  Chen Xiaobei thought, ” if that’s the case, then the bell of the East Emperor is a test set up by the 

heavenly axiom. If someone can pass the test, they might be chosen by the heavenly axiom and rise to 

the top!  

Cundi said,”yes!” Three of the 12 golden Immortals sent by the clan of enlightenment were 

Guangchengzi, the immortal Yue, and ju liusun! 

Taoist Cundi said,”among them, Guangchengzi and immortal Yuding both have great talents and 

opportunities. They are both likely to actualize and become Saints!” 

Chen Xiaobei: Mother Nuwa gave me a list of people who might become Saints! These two people were 

among them! However, what if he was afraid of leaving behind a grandson? Why was he there? (Alert) 

Cundi said,”ju liusun is proficient in the Qimen Dunjia and sealing the spell. He’s going to help!” If 

necessary, he would have to take action to solve the problem! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” I’ve already confirmed that ju liusun has been rejected by chanism. His true master is a 

mysterious monster!  It seemed that chanism had been schemed against! 

Cundi Taoist,”there are indeed turbulent undercurrents!” 

Chen Xiaobei: ” then, what about the Western religious sect? ” I remember mother Nuwa mentioned 

that the people in the Western religious sect who have the chance to become Saints are Guan Yin 

Bodhisattva, Ksitigarbha Bodhisattva, and Maitreya Buddha! 

Cundi said, ” this time, only Maitreya Buddha has left. The other two Buddhas, like ju liusun, are only 

playing a supporting role!  



Cundi said,”of course, as I said just now, they also brought many reincarnated ancient Immortals!” 

Among them, the ancestor of sorcery Xuan Ming and the West Emperor Jun were both present. Both of 

them had the potential to become Saints! 

Chen Xiaobei: Right now, the heavenly Dao is urgently trying to promote two new sages to replace my 

master and mother Nuwa! It was no wonder that all the forces chose to make a move at this time! 

Cundi said,”that’s right!” I suddenly thought of something important to ask you! 
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Chen Xiaobei: You actually value it so much? 

Cundi asked,”didn’t you get the inheritance of the ancestral Saint Pangu?” What about the good fortune 

Jade Disk fragment? Did you get it too? The two are like fire and water, and you can’t communicate with 

each other at the same time. Otherwise, it will backfire on you and bring you a disaster! 

Chen Xiaobei, so that’s it! No wonder you’re so nervous! 

Taoist Cundi thought, this is a matter of life and death! If you don’t handle it well, you might even lose 

your life! 

Chen Xiaobei,”don’t worry!” I’m lucky that there’s a small amount of the will of the ancestral Saint 

Pangu in my human Dao seal. When I first obtained the fragment of the Jade plate of fate, there was a 

backlash. However, the backlash was not strong, so I still had the chance to take it back! 

Chen Xiaobei thought,’but Hongyun is not so lucky! When he was receiving the inheritance of Saint 

Pangu, I threw the fragment of the Jade plate of fate to him! The terrifying power of rejection, 

comparable to the power of a Saint, directly blasted him into ashes! 

Cundi thought,”he is indeed the number one profiteer in the Three Realms!” Smart! He was decisive! 

Chen Xiaobei,’stop complimenting me! Speaking of the good fortune Jade Disk fragment, I really have a 

headache. I don’t know how to solve it! 

Cundi thought,”keep the fragment well!” To avoid being injured by the force of rejection! 

Chen Xiaobei! It would be such a waste to just keep it! I’ve cultivated the “phaseless chaotic body.” After 

devouring jieyin’s blood essence, I’ve upgraded this cultivation method to the Saint level! I think, if this 

cultivation method can be upgraded, I can directly swallow the good fortune Jade Disk fragment! 

Cundi said,”you’re thinking too much!” Unless one could go to the level where the heavenly Dao was, 

otherwise, it was impossible to raise the cultivation technique to the level of the heavenly Dao! In 

addition, even if you can devour the fragment, the aura of the heavenly Dao is still present, and the 

power of rejection will still take your life! 

Chen Xiaobei thought to himself,’so, I can only keep the good fortune Jade Disk’s fragment … I can’t use 

it?’ 
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Cundi thought,”actually, it’s not completely impossible!” However, the current situation is complicated, 

and you have many tasks. I’m afraid you don’t have the time and energy to deal with it! 

Chen Xiaobei: Please tell me first! If there’s an opportunity in the future, I can also give it a try! 

Cundi Taoist,”found the river of forgetfulness Saint crystal!” This sacred object could erase the aura of 

the heavenly path and turn the good fortune Jade Disk fragment into an independent object. This way, it 

would no longer be rejected! 

Chen Xiaobei thought!”the river of forgetfulness’s Saint crystal!” I was going to look for this sacred 

artifact! Because Chang ‘e was controlled by the Queen Mother of the West with an evil curse, the evil 

power left in her Yuan Shen could only be removed by the river of forgetfulness Saint crystal! 

Taoist Cundi thought,”what a coincidence!” If you can really find the river of forgetfulness Saint crystal, 

you’ll have the best of both worlds! However, it was more difficult to find this sacred object than to find 

a needle in a haystack! You have to be mentally prepared, because you might never find it! 

Chen Xiaobei: Right now, I will first do what I can do! As for the river of forgetfulness Saint crystal, it 

won’t be too late for me to look for it when I have an opportunity or a clue! 

Cundi replied,”yes!” If you can figure this out, I have nothing to worry about! 

Cundi asked,”also, what are you going to do next?” 

I’ve already formed an alliance with yang Kuai and I’m going to save his mother first! After that, I’ll head 

to the Hong Meng Demon Realm and snatch the eastern Emperor Bell! 

Cundi thought, Yang Jian? It’s great that you can form an alliance with him! This man was sincere and 

filial. His mother had been imprisoned indefinitely, which made him hate the clan of enlightenment! 

With his help, the operation in the Hong Meng Demon Realm will definitely be unexpectedly smooth! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” so you’re saying that you want Yang Jing to be the hidden chess piece? ” 

Cundi said,”yes!” The Hong Meng Demon Realm was not connected to the immortal network of the 

Three Realms and could not contact the heaven realm. As long as Yang Jian told the clan of 

enlightenment that he was sent here to add members, he would be able to successfully join the clan of 

enlightenment! 

Chen Xiaobei: In this way, the clan of enlightenment would not suspect anything! Even if they were 

suspicious, they would not have the chance to verify it! 

Cundi replied,”yes!” So, your decision was right! First, go and help Yang Jian save his mother so that he 

doesn’t have to worry about anything. He will definitely do his best to help you! 

Chen Xiaobei: I will take action today! In addition, I’d like to ask you something. I’m planning to plant the 

peaches of immortality. How can I quickly make the origin of the Jade pool produce enough holy water? 

Cundi said, ” it’s very simple. You only need to nourish the origin of the Jade pool with your vitality and 

spiritual energy. Then, the divine water of the Jade pool can be produced again!  As for acceleration, you 

should have a way! 



Chen Xiaobei: This was indeed not difficult! It could even be said to be very simple! 

Taoist Cundi asked,”do you have any other questions?” If not, then hurry up and take action! After you 

save Yang Jian’s mother and prepare to head to the Hong Meng Demon Realm, I’ll give you a few red 

packets to help you settle everything! 

Chen Xiaobei-thank you, Saint Cundi! Then I won’t disturb you anymore! 

After the private chat ended, Chen Xiaobei immediately got to work. 

Now that ancestor Red Cloud had been eliminated, the entire jianmu world was Fu Tian Xin ‘er’s 

territory. 

Furthermore, the world of the jianmu would not be schemed against by the Saints. It could be said to be 

very, very safe. 

That was why Chen Xiaobei had set up the entire Peach Garden on the 36th floor of the jianmu world. 

There was an extremely rich life force here. If it wasn’t enough, he could extract it from the jianmu 

Sacred Realm. 

After that. 

Chen Xiaobei buried the five quasi-Sage spiritual veins he had under the peach Garden. 

He had also buried the origin of the Jade pool underground and dug an underground canal. 

In this way, the vitality and spiritual Qi would cause the divine water of the Jade pool to be produced, 

and it would flow through the underground canal to the entire Peach Garden. 

Back when the Jade pool was still in the Queen Mother’s hands, the Queen Mother was reluctant to use 

the Holy water of the Jade pool to water the peach Garden, which caused the growth of the peach trees 

to be very slow. 

However, the current situation was completely different! 

The life force in this place was almost inexhaustible. As long as there was enough spirit Qi and the divine 

sunlight cache could speed up the growth of the peaches of immortality, they would be able to grow 

continuously and quickly! 

Of course, The Final Problem was the spiritual energy! 

Fu Tian Xin ‘er could definitely increase his speed, but at the same time, his spiritual energy would be 

consumed at a rapid rate. 

So, the biggest problem was how Chen Xiaobei was going to find a steady flow of spiritual Qi. 

But then again, Chen Xiaobei still had 13570 billion years of life left. It was enough for him to use the 

nine ancestral Saint transformations to reach the pseudo true Saint stage. 

However, if he wanted to go one step further, he was still too far away. 

Therefore, collecting spiritual Qi was an extremely long process that could not be rushed. 



After that, Chen Xiaobei made an even more important decision! 
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After he was done with the peach Garden, Chen Xiaobei decided to make the world of jianmu his base 

camp! 

First, Chen Xiaobei released the demons, spiders, and demonic snakes from the verdant Emperor’s 

divine gourd and let them live in the 33rd layer of the jianmu world. 

Zhao hengtian’s cultivation of an evil technique had caused the extinction of all living beings in that 

space and the depletion of life force. The builder tree celestial race no longer lived in that space. 

However, the ones that Chen Xiaobei had released did not rely on life force to survive, so they could live 

in that space. 

If there was a chance in the future, Chen Xiaobei would find some spiritual veins and put them in there 

so that these tribes could live and develop better! 

Then, Chen Xiaobei released all his friends from the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd. 

Immortal dugu zang, the three Saint Venerables who supported Chen Xiaobei, and their people were all 

placed in the red Cloud world! 

In the red Cloud world, there was an abundance of life force and a large amount of spiritual Qi, which 

could allow them to live a better life and be very peaceful. 

In fact, Fu Tian Xin ‘er could even regularly open the entrance to the various worlds for them, allowing 

them to travel to the outside world, develop, and seek opportunities. They were very free. 

Of course, most importantly, Chen Xiaobei had promised them a new life. He would make sure that all of 

them were equal! They would not be suppressed or ostracized because of the low level of their 

bloodlines. Everyone would be treated equally! 

Other than them. 

Chen Xiaobei then released Yun fanqing and jialuo. 

Now that Yun fanqing had returned to his original self, he was naturally one of Chen Xiaobei’s people. 

However, Jia Luo still stubbornly believed in the demon race. 

Because their faith in each other had been fully integrated, they would die together. So, Chen Xiaobei 

had to seal jialuo for now. 

The two of them were settled in the thirty-sixth level. 

Other than that. 

Brother monkey, Yang Jian, Xiao Tianquan, Taiyin true immortal, Emperor Jiang, Taiyi, candle jiuyin, 

Houtu, six-eared macaque, Xiao xuezhan, Xiao ‘er, Fu Tian Xin’ er … They would all be left on the thirty-

sixth level. 
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According to Chen Xiaobei’s plan, a new bei Xuan faction would be built on this floor. 

It wasn’t just for the current people. In the future, all bei Xuan clan members could live here after they 

ascended. 

Once bei Xuan faction was established, Chen Xiaobei could feed his parents the Ascension elixir and let 

them live here. His safety would be guaranteed, and the environment would be great too. 

Of course. 

After the baby was born, Luo puti and her son could take the Ascension elixir and come over. 

As for the earth-god Realm, all of Chen Xiaobei’s disciples, companions, and old friends could come here 

and use it as their base camp after they ascended. 

As long as Fu Tian Xin ‘er was around, everyone could come and go as they pleased! 

Even if he got into big trouble when he came back, he would still be absolutely safe! 

There was no doubt that Chen Xiaobei had made the right decision! 

Everyone did not stay idle and immediately took action. 

With a local like Xiao xuezhan around, the various materials needed to build bei Xuan faction could be 

easily obtained. 

With the support of everyone’s divine power, building a sect couldn’t be any easier. 

Of course, while everyone was busy building the sect, Chen Xiaobei could finally find some time to get in 

touch with his family in the earth-god Realm. 

Before Chen Xiaobei ascended, he had given song Qincheng the spotlight of the Three Realms intranet. 

Chen Xiaobei had wanted to exchange red packets with song Qincheng so that she could better manage 

the earth-god Realm. 

However, Chen Xiaobei had underestimated the power of the Empress’s reincarnation! 

Song Qincheng had managed the entire earth-god Realm on her own. She did not even need Chen 

Xiaobei’s help. 

Now, there was no war in the earth-god Realm. The lives of the people were getting better and better. 

In a few years, the entire earth-god Realm would welcome peace and prosperity. 

By right, Chen Xiaobei would have received a very generous reward. 

However, Chen Xiaobei had already fallen out with the heavenly axiom, so he would probably not get 

any more merit points. 

But fortunately, the hearts of the believers were not controlled by the heavenly Dao! Therefore, the 

heavenly axiom could choose not to give Chen Xiaobei merit points but it could not kill Chen Xiaobei’s 

followers! 



This way, Chen Xiaobei’s heavenly halo could still maintain its effect! 

Unless the heavenly axiom breaks the law of the Halo and nullifies everyone’s Halo, the heavenly light 

would not be extinguished as long as Chen Xiaobei’s followers were still around! 

Of course, this also made Chen Xiaobei aware of the danger. 

After getting in touch with song Qincheng, Chen Xiaobei made some small talk and then went straight to 

the point. 

“Inform all the core members of bei Xuan faction!” Use your resources and energy to ascend to the 

heaven realm as soon as possible! 

Song Qincheng asked,”why are you in such a hurry?” 

Chen Xiaobei, I’ve already broken up with the heavenly axiom! Although he had not broken the peace of 

the earth-god Realm yet! However, I’m worried that if he’s forced into a corner one day, he’ll make a 

move on the earth-god Realm! 

Song Qincheng thought,”that’s contradictory!” Since they had already fallen out, why didn’t he make a 

move as soon as possible? 

Chen Xiaobei: When I ended the war and unified the earth-god Realm, the heavenly Dao rewarded me 

with a huge amount of merit points for the Three Realms! That was because all the living beings in the 

universe were the source of energy for the heavenly Dao! The peace and stability of the Earth-god 

Realm and the prosperity of all living beings were a good thing for the heavenly Dao! 

Chen Xiaobei thought,’maybe he doesn’t want to break the peace in the earth-god Realm yet, so he 

hasn’t made a move yet!’ However, what I’m going to do later will affect his core interests! At that time, 

even if the entire earth-god Realm was sacrificed! He would not hesitate to attack the entire mortal 

world! 

Song Qincheng,”understood!” The reason why the heavenly Dao claimed to punish evil and promote 

good, and why it rewarded the merit of stopping the war and the merit of unification, in the end, was to 

protect his source of energy! However, when you touch his core interests, he will definitely get rid of 

you even if he loses a part of his energy source! 

Chen Xiaobei: It’s the logic you’re talking about! Therefore, I hope that all the important members can 

ascend as soon as possible! When the heavenly axiom makes its move, he’ll realize that it’s impossible 

to capture a hostage that can threaten me! 

Song Qincheng replied,”okay!” I’ll immediately make arrangements for this matter! However, it was 

hard to say when it came to cultivation … It would be easy for those who were successful, but for those 

who were not, it might be difficult to guarantee that they would ascend as soon as possible … 

Chen Xiaobei: I’ll send you a big red packet later, and I guarantee that everyone will be able to quickly 

reach the cultivation base to ascend! Furthermore, everyone would be able to ascend safely! 

Song Qincheng,”what … What red packet?” Was he really that powerful? 
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I’ll give you a lot of blood Bodhi spirit fruit! This God-level spiritual fruit can help you quickly reach the 

cultivation level required to pass the Tribulation! In addition, I’ll also send you a large number of heaven 

immortal artifacts, enough to easily withstand the heavenly Tribulation! 

Song Qincheng,”that’s great!” With such a guarantee, the core members of bei Xuan faction will be able 

to pass the Tribulation smoothly and quickly! At that time, everyone would be able to meet in the 

heaven realm! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” it’d be best if we all agreed on a time to ascend together. That way, it’ll be easier for me 

to pick everyone up!  Because the heaven realm isn’t very peaceful yet, I set the headquarters of bei 

Xuan sect in the jianmu world. 

Song Qincheng-understood! As for the matter of time, I’ll go and coordinate it with everyone. We’ll do 

our best to gather the Ascension time. 

Song Qincheng,”but there’s a special situation!” 

Chen Xiaobei: 

Song Qincheng asked,”isn’t sister Bodhi pregnant?” It was still very far from her due date, so she 

definitely wouldn’t be able to ascend in the near future … This would separate her from everyone else, 

leaving her alone in the earth immortal world. This was probably not appropriate … 

Chen Xiaobei: ” I’ve already thought of that. When the time comes, I’ll send you a celestial-grade 

sunlight cache as well. Use it to speed up the delivery!  

Song Qincheng,”really?” That would be great! Not only could it save him the pain of ten months of 

pregnancy, but he could also ascend with everyone, which was also safer! The most important thing is 

that we can all see the baby as soon as possible! 

Chen Xiaobei,”uh … I’m getting a little nervous now that you’ve mentioned this … Could it be a boy?” 

And it’s a girl? What does the president look like … What name should I give him … I suddenly feel that 

my mind is in a mess! 

Song Qincheng laughed. You’re already a person who can command the heavens and earth and 

challenge the heavenly Dao! Would he be nervous over such a small matter? 

Chen Xiaobei thought,’sigh … I can’t really explain it. I’m just nervous …’ 

Song Qincheng,”don’t worry!” These were all small problems! Do your own thing well, and when you 

see the child, all your worries will no longer be a problem! 

Chen Xiaobei: 

After ending the private chat, Chen Xiaobei asked Futian Xin ‘er to use the divine sunlight cache to grow 

the blood Bodhi divine fruit. 
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Now, there was no one living in the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd, only the blood Bodhi Divine Tree 

and the bloodspring planet. 

Chen Xiaobei then moved the blood Bodhi Divine Tree to the peach Garden. 

At the same time, the remaining spiritual energy in the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd was released. 

Following that, Fu Tian Xin ‘er easily produced 333 blood Bodhi spirit fruits. 

Chen Xiaobei stuffed the divine fruit into the red envelope and asked Xiao xuezhan to get him dozens of 

one to three-star heaven-immortal items. 

A spiritual treasure of this level was really insignificant. However, for the earth-god Realm, it was a batch 

of absolutely powerful super weapons. It was enough to ensure everyone’s safety during the Tribulation. 

So, Chen Xiaobei sent three red packets to song Qincheng. 

The bloodbodhi soul fruit, all the heaven immortal items, and the immortal-grade sunlight cache. 

As long as all these things were in place, Chen Xiaobei and song Qincheng’s plan would definitely 

succeed. 

After that. 

Chen Xiaobei then contacted his parents and told them to take the Ascension elixir when they ascended 

together. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei had also contacted Luo puti. After some concern, he also reminded her to give 

birth to the child as soon as possible. When everyone ascended, she and the child would each take an 

Ascension elixir. 

As long as he could successfully transcend the Tribulation and ascend, even a newborn baby would 

reach the realm of one-star heaven immortal. 

In this way, the child would be able to live without eating or drinking, and grow up healthily. He didn’t 

need to worry about any negative effects on the child after ascending to the heavenly realm. 

At this point, everything in the earth-god Realm had been arranged. 

Chen Xiaobei also wanted to go and save yang Kuai’s mother. 

Chen Xiaobei was the only one who could do it. After all, the heavenly axiom had its eyes on Chen 

Xiaobei and everyone related to him, including the chaos in the Holy puppet city, the capture of kun 

Peng, and the collapse of Yuan religion. 

Everyone was safe in the jianmu world, but once they went to the heaven realm, they could be divined 

by the heavenly way at any time. 

That was why Chen Xiaobei had to carry out the rescue mission alone. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei decided to subdue the demonic mark first before he set off. That way, he would 

have a higher chance of winning. 



Since he had decided to take the demonic path’s Mark, there was one more thing that he could do 

together. 

Chen Xiaobei found Yun fanqing and jialuo. 

Currently, Jia Lou’s power was still sealed by the talisman and he could only lie on the bed like a Living 

Dead. Yun fanqing had been taking care of her all along. 

“Chen Xiaobei! Let me go! If you have the guts, then let me go! I want to fight you! I won’t rest until I’m 

dead with you!” 

When he saw Chen Xiaobei, Jia Lou’s emotions were stirred up.  “Even if you seal me for my entire life, 

my faith will never change! I swear to be loyal to devil ancestor Wutian! I’ll curse you for the rest of my 

life! I’m constantly thinking of ways to kill you!” 

“Calm down!” 

Chen Xiaobei walked over and said, ” “You swore to defend your faith here! They swore to be loyal to 

Wutian! Have you ever thought that your Lord ancestor devil has long betrayed the devil Dao? You’ve 

long since betrayed the entire fiend ancestor?” 

“Impossible!” 

“Devil ancestor Wu Tian is the Supreme Being of the devil Dao recognized by the devil Dao’s Mark!” Jia 

Luo said firmly. No matter who betrays The Fiend Dao, devil ancestor Wu Tian will definitely not betray 

them!” 

“Then can you take a look at this?” 

Chen Xiaobei then took out the demonic seal. 

It was also nine stars in a row. 

However, the difference was that the ninth star of the people Dao mark was the howler Purple Lotus! 

And the core of the demonic mark was a clone of the Black Lotus of destructions! 

That’s right! 

Surrounded by the eight core nomological imprints of the devil realm, there was a grade-twelve Black 

Lotus of destruction! 

It was not a Dharma! It wasn’t an illusion! 

It was an avatar created by the Black Lotus of destructions! 

Although its power was far inferior to the Black Lotus of destructions, it was still an extremely terrifying 

existence! 

At the same time, it was also the symbol of the entire ancestor devil! It was a belief that could not be 

replicated or betrayed! 

No demon would be mistaken! 



“The heavenly Dao is about to die! The devil path would be established! The Supreme of the heavens, 

only I, The Fiend ancestor, am left!” 

The moment he saw the demonic mark, Jia Luo seemed to be possessed. He reverently chanted a 

declaration that even the demonic race would shout when they worshipped the Black Lotus of 

destructions! 

Without a doubt, Jia Lou’s belief in the demonic path was absolutely sincere and true. 

For the sake of her faith, she could even give up her life! 

“Whoosh …” 

Right in front of Jia Lou, Chen Xiaobei initiated a spiritual communication with the demonic mark! 
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 “Oh, what are you thinking about?” 

Jia Luo said disdainfully, ” the demonic imprint belongs to devil ancestor Wutian. I only lent it to you 

temporarily the last time! Now that you’re communicating with your spirit, do you still want to be the 

owner of the demonic imprint? That’s really laughable!” 

Obviously, Jia Luo didn’t know that mo Luo Wu Tian had betrayed the demonic path, and he wouldn’t 

think in that direction. 

That was why Jia Lou thought that Chen Xiaobei’s actions were laughable. 

However, even in her dreams, she would never have imagined that what would happen next would 

completely shatter her three views and make her doubt her faith like never before! 

“Whoosh …” 

Before Jia Lou could finish his sentence, the demonic mark had already given Chen Xiaobei a spiritual 

response. 

Only ownerless items would respond to people other than their owners and establish spiritual 

communication. 

This was enough to show that mo Luo Wu Tian was no longer the owner of the demonic mark. 

 how … How is this possible?!  

Looking at the scene in front of him, Jia Lou’s eyes showed an extremely complicated change. Horror! 

Astonishment! Pain! Sadness! Suspicion … 

“Chen Xiaobei! What happened to devil ancestor Wu Tian? Did you get her killed?” 

Jia Luo asked in an extremely agitated manner. 

Obviously, from jialuo’s heart, she still did not believe that mo Luo Wutian would betray the demonic 

path. 
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Therefore, she could only think of one reason why mo Luo Wu Tian was no longer a mark of the 

demonic path. 

That was, mo Luo Wutian was already dead! 

In her opinion, other than this possibility, it was absolutely impossible for mo Luo Wu Tian to betray the 

devil Dao. 

“Heh, you’re thinking too much!” 

 I don’t think so.  Chen Xiaobei said, ” mo Luo Wu Tian is alive and well now. He has become a Lackey of 

the heavenly axiom!  Therefore, the demonic Dao mark no longer acknowledges him!” 

“Impossible! This was absolutely impossible! Never!” Jia Luo couldn’t accept this fact. 

“I know you don’t believe me!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes turned serious and he said, ” “However, you have to be clear! Your faith is the 

demonic path! And not this person, mo Luo Wu Tian!” 

“You don’t have to tell me that! I know it clearly in my heart!” “I only believe in the demonic path!” Jia 

Luo said devoutly. They are only loyal to those recognized by the devil path!” 

“Well, I’m relieved to hear that!” 

 if I can get the demonic Mark’s approval, will you be as loyal to me as you were to mo Luo Wutian? ” 

Chen Xiaobei asked. 

 this …  Jia Luo instantly fell into hesitation. 

She had always thought that Chen Xiaobei was the one who had harmed mo Luo Wutian. 

However, if Chen Xiaobei could really get the demonic Mark’s approval, he would be the new Supreme 

demonic cultivator! It was only natural that the entire demonic world would be loyal to Chen Xiaobei! 

“If you don’t say anything, I’ll take it as a yes!” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and began to communicate with the demonic mark. 

Based on his experience in subduing the mark of humanity, the mark of demonic would also give him a 

test to see if Chen Xiaobei’s heart met the requirements of the demonic path. 

But this time, it was very magical! 

The demonic path imprint did not give any test, instead, it started a mysterious connection with the 

human path imprint! 

Gradually, it was not just the mark of humanity, even the will of the ancestral Saint Pangu joined in the 

communication. 

Although Chen Xiaobei was not sure, he could feel that the demonic mark, the human mark, and the 

Holy ancestor’s will had made an agreement in the dark! 

Perhaps, it was an agreement to overthrow the heavenly Dao together! 



Just like that, under the effect of this agreement, the demonic Dao mark, the human Dao mark, and the 

Holy ancestor’s will seemed to have formed an alliance and could coexist perfectly! 

Naturally, the demonic mark had acknowledged Chen Xiaobei. 

“Whoosh …” 

The demonic mark had acknowledged Chen Xiaobei as its master in front of Jia Luo. 

According to the rules of the demon race, those who obtained the approval of the demon path could 

become the Supreme Being of the demon race, and could control the entire demon world, receiving the 

worship and loyalty of all the demons! 

“Heavens … This … This …” 

Jia Lou was stunned. His pupils shrank and his eyes trembled. He never thought that this would be the 

result! 

Just a moment ago, she had even threatened to fight Chen Xiaobei to the death, suspecting that Chen 

Xiaobei was the one who had harmed mo Luo Wutian. 

However, the truth was right in front of him! If Chen Xiaobei lied, the demonic mark would never 

acknowledge him! 

If what Chen Xiaobei said was true, it meant that the devil ancestor, mo Luo Wu Tian, had become the 

most powerful devil in the entire demonic world! The most shameful traitor! 

Such an outcome was not only a slap to Jia Lou’s face! It even shattered Jia Lou’s three views! It even 

made her doubt the meaning of faith! 

“Shua shua shua …” 

Then, Chen Xiaobei took back the demonic mark and removed the talisman seal on Jia Lou.  “I’ll leave 

the decision to you now! Are you willing to pledge your loyalty? Or do you still want to fight me to the 

death?” 

“This …” 

Jia Luo’s expression froze for a moment, and he immediately fell into a dilemma. 

Of course, the main reason for this dilemma was that she could not accept this result! 

After a while, she knelt down on one knee and saluted Chen Xiaobei with great sincerity.  “Greetings, 

fiend ancestor windchasing! The heavenly Dao was about to die! The devil path would be established! 

The Supreme of the heavens, only I, The Fiend ancestor, am left!” 

Obviously, Jia Luo already had an extremely pious belief in the demonic path. 

So, in the end, she chose to be loyal to Chen Xiaobei. Loyalty was equivalent to keeping her faith. 

Of course, she also believed every word that Chen Xiaobei had said. Molo Wutian had become a traitor. 

One day, she would find a way to get rid of him! Or, to witness Chen Xiaobei get rid of mo Luo Wutian! 



“Get up!” 

 I’m glad that you’ve thought it through. From now on, you and fan Qing will live happily in bei Xuan 

faction. As for mo Luo Wutian, I’ll deal with him sooner or later!  

“Yes!” 

Jia Lou nodded and said with some worry, ” “I have one more thing to ask Lord fiend ancestor to clarify!” 

“Speak!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

Jia Luo asked directly,”since mo Luo Wu Tian has already betrayed the demonic path, the demonic world 

must be in a mess without a leader!” How does Lord ancestor devil plan to end this?” 

“I’ve already considered this question!” 

 don’t worry!  Chen Xiaobei said.  once I’m done with my business, I’ll go to the demonic world and re-

establish the demonic tribe. You don’t have to worry about that! Since I’ve obtained the recognition of 

The Fiend Dao’s Mark, I definitely won’t abandon The Fiend ancestor and the people!” 

“Good! With these words from Lord fiend ancestor, I can be completely at ease!” 

Jia Luo felt a lot more at ease after hearing this, and his impression of Chen Xiaobei had also improved. 

After a pause, Jia Lou continued,”I still have one more thing!” About the world-extinguishing sacred 

marrow …” 
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world-extinguishing sacred marrow!?  

Chen Xiaobei’s expression turned serious. 

After all, the world-extinguishing sacred marrow was the honey of the Black Lotus of destructions. Chen 

Xiaobei had absorbed a drop of it before and obtained a very powerful special ability. 

Chen Xiaobei had been thinking that if he could get more of the world-ending sacred marrow, his ability 

could be further strengthened. 

However, there were only three drops of the world extinguishing sacred marrow in the universe. Chen 

Xiaobei had one, jialuo Yun fanqing had one, and the last drop was in the hands of mo Luo Wutian. 

So, Chen Xiaobei could only think about getting more of the world-extinguishing sacred marrow. 

However, now that Jia Luo had suddenly mentioned the world annihilation sacred marrow, there might 

be an unexpected turn of events. 

Most importantly, even though Chen Xiaobei had become the new demon ancestor of the demonic 

realm, he did not know much about the world-ending sacred marrow. 

He didn’t know if the world annihilation sacred marrow had any other uses other than to induce that 

special ability. 
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“I have a few things to say about the world-extinguishing sacred marrow …” 

Jia Lou paused and said seriously. 

“First of all, the world-extinguishing sacred marrow in fan Qing and I can be drawn out of our bodies by 

the demonic mark! In this way, fan Qing’s and my lives will not be tied up. We can completely return her 

freedom and let her return to how she was before!” 

It was obvious that before this, mo Luo Wutian had wanted to completely control Yun fanqing. That was 

why he did not choose to extract the world-extinguishing sacred marrow even though he knew that the 

second drop of the world-extinguishing sacred marrow had been divided equally between Jia Luo and 

Yun fanqing. 

But now, jialuo had completely abandoned the traitor, mo Luo Wutian. He was also completely on Chen 

Xiaobei’s side. 

“That’s great!” 

 I’ve always wanted to help fanqing recover his original appearance! Now I finally have a way!  Chen 

Xiaobei was overjoyed. 

Without hesitation, Chen Xiaobei called Yun fanqing to his side. 

Then, with Jia Luo’s reminder, Chen Xiaobei activated the demonic Mark’s spirit. Like a father 

summoning his children, he extracted the world-ending sacred marrow from Jia Luo and Yun fanqing’s 

bodies. 

“Whoosh …” 

Immediately after, an extremely magical scene appeared on Yun fanqing’s body. 

Her white hair started to turn black bit by bit, and her blood-red eyes also returned to their original 

clarity and clarity like black gems. 

The most important thing was her aura. The fiendish and sinister aura unique to the demon race had 

already been swept away. 

She had returned to the kind, gentle, and well-behaved aura she had before. 

When she saw Chen Xiaobei, she would even blush and her heart would race. 

“Cough cough …” 

Now wasn’t the time to be emotional. Jia Lou coughed and continued, ”  regarding the world-

extinguishing sacred marrow, the second thing I want to say is that mo Luo Wu Tian has hidden the 

Black Lotus of world-extinguishing in his devil Kingdom!  

“However, in fact, for the sake of absolute safety, mo Luo Wu Tian did not carry the devil nation with 

him! As for you, Lord ancestor devil, you only need to absorb all three drops of world extinguishing 

sacred marrow and you’ll be able to sense the location of the Black Lotus of world annihilation!” 



 as long as he can control the Black Lotus of world destruction, Lord fiend ancestor will have complete 

control over the entire fiend world!  Jia Luo said. 

“Understood!” 

 alright!  Chen Xiaobei said, ” I’ll absorb the second drop of the world-extinguishing sacred marrow now!  

“Whoosh …” 

With a mysterious spiritual fluctuation, the second drop of world-extinguishing sacred marrow was 

successfully absorbed by Chen Xiaobei. 

The first time he absorbed the world-ending sacred marrow, Chen Xiaobei was almost possessed and 

almost killed An Hua. 

However, this time, with the integration of the last drop of world extinguishing sacred marrow and the 

recognition of the demonic mark, nothing troublesome happened. The absorption and integration were 

completed smoothly. 

 now, I can clearly feel that the second drop of world extinguishing sacred marrow has already merged 

into my bloodline …  

 I’ve already used the sacred marrow of annihilation’s ability to enter the pseudo-golden immortal 

realm! But now, if I use this special ability again, I should be able to step into the pseudo great 

overarching golden immortal realm!” 

“A great principal golden immortal is a profound God …” 

Hearing this, Yun fanqing was puzzled.  your current cultivation base has already far exceeded this 

realm. Does that mean that this special ability is meaningless? ” 

Right now, Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation had reached the early stage of nine-star perfected golden 

immortal. 

He could only reach the early stage of one-star perfected golden immortal by using the world-

extinguishing sacred marrow. This was indeed meaningless and a waste of life. 

“No! It’s not that simple!” 

But at this moment, Jia Luo added, ”  the true special ability of the world annihilation sacred marrow can 

only be revealed after I have collected three drops!  

 what will happen after I collect all three drops? ” Both Chen Xiaobei and Yun fanqing were extremely 

curious. 

 the special ability of the three drops of world-extinguishing Saint marrow can allow you to advance 

three small realms on top of your current cultivation base!  “It doesn’t matter if it’s the true state or the 

false state, as long as it’s not higher than the peak of true sage, it can be improved!” Jia Luo said. 

“Understood!” 



 that’s right!  Chen Xiaobei said excitedly.  that means that if I use the nine ancestral Saint 

transformations to reach the one-star true Saint realm, and then use the sacred marrow of 

annihilation’s special ability, I can increase my cultivation by three small realms and reach the pseudo-

four-star true Saint realm!  

“Yes, I am!” 

Jia Lou nodded and added, ” “However, you have to be careful! The Black Lotus of world destruction was 

only at the peak true sage level! Therefore, this is the most I can do to upgrade you. Anything more than 

that will not be able to be upgraded online!” 

“I don’t get it …” 

Chen Xiaobei’s expression turned complicated.   why didn’t mo Luo Wutian use such a powerful thing? ” 

“Yup!” 

Yun fanqing was also puzzled.  mo Luo Wutian is already a half-step true sage. After advancing three 

minor realms, he can directly fight against a three-star true sage. Why isn’t he using such a super trump 

card? ” It’s really strange!” 

“The reason is simple!” 

Jia Luo explained,”first of all, out of the seven heavenly path sages, the weakest one, Nuwa, is a seven-

star true sage!” Cundi was an eight-star true sage! Jieyin was a nine-star true sage! Primal Chaos, Grand 

Supreme, and heavenly Grandmaster were all peak true sages! Not to mention Dao ancestor Hongjun! 

He’s countless times stronger than the previous six!” 

“Even if mo Luo Wu Tian had absorbed three drops of the world extinguishing Saint marrow and 

activated three minor realms, he would still not be a match for any true sage! That’s why mo Luo Wutian 

didn’t absorb the three drops of world extinguishing sacred marrow!” 

 moreover, mo Luo Wu Tian originally controlled the demonic mark. His plan was to first use the world-

extinguishing sacred marrow to control others. When the others lost their value, he would then extract 

the world-extinguishing sacred marrow. No matter what, he would not suffer a loss!  

“But he never expected that demon ancestor Zhufeng would be able to subdue that drop of world-

extinguishing sacred marrow. It’s completely out of his control! This is equivalent to him losing a drop of 

the world extinguishing sacred marrow!” 

“In order to have absolute control over demon ancestor Zhufeng, mo Luo Wutian had no choice but to 

take out another drop of the world-extinguishing sacred marrow to control Yun fanqing! But now, the 

second drop of world-extinguishing sacred marrow had also fallen into the hands of fiend ancestor 

windchasing! If mo Luo Wutian knew about this result, he would probably die of anger!” 

Jialuo, Yun fanqing, and Chen Xiaobei all smiled. 

Angering mo Luo Wutian to death was definitely something they would love to see. 

“But …” 



Yun fanqing frowned.  there’s a big problem now!  


